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Abstract: Posit is a numerical representation that is especially focused on deep neural networks (DNNs). However,
a specific register called quire is necessary for a posit multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit to ensure the calculation accu-
racy. In this paper, we proposed posit based MAC unit that can optimize quire size according to target applications. We
also develop the DNN library to explore quire size of proposed MAC unit. Experimental result with ResNet-9 showed
that we achieved the same level of accuracy as Deep Positron but with the area reduction of 43%.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, many deep neural network (DNN) accelerators
have been released for artificial intelligence (AI) edge comput-
ing [1], [2]. Edge DNN accelerators have strong area constraints,
so they process DNN model by quantizing them into fixed-point
values with low numerical precision [3], [4], [5]. However, it
is not easy to avoid accuracy degradation for recent DNN mod-
els [6].

To solve this problem, various studies [7], [8], [9] have pro-
posed using the numerical representation posit in arithmetic units
for DNN acceleration. DNN models based on posit have higher
inference accuracy than those based on fixed-point values of the
same numerical precision [10]. However, a posit-based MAC unit
has a huge register called quire for storing accumulated values.
Quire size is fixed originally and cannot be optimized for target
applications. On the other hand, area impact of arithmetic units is
significant for edge devices. Therefore, in order to optimize the
circuit area, we propose MAC unit architecture and DNN library
as follows.
• Quire size can be optimized for target applications.
• Proposed MAC unit can be emulated to explore for the opti-

mal quire size using a Pytorch model.
With these two proposals, we can reduce the size of the MAC unit
to suit target applications.

2. Proposed MAC Unit

A posit consists of four values—sign, regime, exponent, and
fraction—and its real value xposit is represented by the following
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equation:

xposit = (−1)sign × (22es
)
regime × 2exponent × 1. f (1)

where sign is the sign value, exponent is the exponent value, es

is the bit width of the exponent, regime is the regime value, and
f is the fraction value. In posit-based MAC operation, the multi-
plication result is accumulated as a fixed-point value in a register
called a quire.

Figure 1 (a) shows a quire of Deep Positron [9]. n is the bit
width of posit, es is the bit width of the exponent, and k is the

Fig. 1 Quire format example.
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Fig. 2 Proposed MAC unit circuit.

number of MAC operations. The register has guard bits to pre-
vent overflow due to addition. The quire size is large because it
needs to cover the entire dynamic range of posit.

Figure 1 (b) shows proposed quire. Our quire is composed of
a r bits quire and exponent bits. The parameter r can be set to an
arbitrary bit width of 3 bits or more. The real value of proposed
quire xquire is expressed by the following equation:

xquire = qfrac × 2qexp (2)

where qfrac is the value of quire fraction bits and qexp is the
value of quire exponent bits in Fig. 1 (b). Figure 2 shows pro-
posed MAC unit. The MAC unit compares the exponents of quire
with the multiplication result when accumulating. After compar-
ison, the larger exponent is stored in Qexp reg as the exponent
of quire. The MAC unit then shifts small data to the right by the
difference in the exponents and adds it to big data. Figure 1 (c)
(1)–(3) shows examples of operations. In Fig. 1 (c) (1), (2), quire
is shifted to the right because the multiplication result is larger.
If quire overflows to a guard bit due to addition, quire is shifted
to the right as shown in Fig. 1 (c) (3). Therefore, our MAC unit
requires only one guard bit. Proposed MAC unit can thus cover
most of the large dynamic range of Deep Positron (from 0.0625
to 511.9375) with a small bit width, as shown in Fig. 1 (c) (4), (5).

3. Proposed Library

In order to determine the circuit structure of proposed MAC
unit, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of quire size on in-
ference accuracy. However, existing DNN libraries cannot ex-
actly measure inference accuracy for FL quire posit-based DNNs.
Therefore, we propose the DNN library to explore quire size.
This library supports our MAC circuit with Pytorch. Table 1
shows main functions of proposed library. model data is the
structural data of DNN, W is the weight matrix, X is the activa-
tion matrix, and A and B are the input matrices of the functions.
The conversion parts (such as “to posit” and “to f32”) and the
arithmetic parts (such as “mutmul” and “add”) are described in
Rust, while the others are in Python. The reason for using Rust
for posit arithmetic part is that Rust supports a variety of bitwise
operations at high speed. “mutmul” and “add” functions are taken
into account for quire size.

Figure 3 shows the inference flow using our library. This flow
is divided into two parts: model conversion and inference. In
model conversion part, a 32 bit float based DNN model is con-

Table 1 Main functions of proposed library.

Name Argument Functions

parasitize model data, n, es
Replace Pytorch functions
to our library’s functions
e.g., Conv() ->posit cnn()

weight2posit W, n, es Quantize weights to posit
posit cnn X, n, es Posit-based convolutional layer
posit linear X, n, es Posit-based fully connected layer
to posit A, n, es Conversion from 32-bits float to posit
to f32 A, n, es Conversion from posit to 32-bits float
mutmul A, B, n, es Posit matrix product (A × B)
add A, B, n, es Posit matrix addition (A + B)

Fig. 3 Inference flow.

verted to a posit based DNN model. First, “parasitize” function
replaces DNN components with posit-based functions. Process-
ings in convolutional and full connected layers is transformed into
functions such as “posit cnn” and “posit linear”, respectively.
These functions correspond to “Conv” and “Linear” for 32 bit
floating, so the arguments are same. Next, “weight2posit” func-
tion quantizes weights and bias to posit. “weight2posit” func-
tion divides weights into each layer and quantizes them using
“to posit” function. Since all these processings are executed auto-
matically, users can easily convert various models to posit-based
ones. This allows us to measure the inference accuracy in various
posit parameters and to explore the optimal posit parameters for
the target applications.

Convolutional and fully connected layers are decomposed
into matrix products and matrix sums by “posit cnn” and
“posit linear” functions, and then calculated using “mutmul” and
“add” functions. “mutmul” and “add” functions consist of bit-
wise operations and integer operations, and proposed library can
simulate exact inference accuracy according to proposed MAC
unit.

4. Evaluation

We compare proposed MAC unit and Deep Positron [9] in
terms of synthesized result with TSMC 22 nm standard cell. The
measurement items are area, delay, and inference accuracy for
ResNet-9 [11], [12]. The posit parameters are set to n = 8, es = 1
with 92.42% accuracy in Deep Positron. We use proposed DNN
library to explore optimal quire size and calculate accuracy. We
also use Design Compiler R-2020.09-SP4 to measure area and
delay of each MAC unit. These HDLs and DNN library used in
the evaluation are available on GitHub [13].
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Fig. 4 Relationship between area per MAC unit and accuracy.

Table 2 Delay performance evaluation.

Circuit Ours Deep Positron [9]
Quire size [bit] 10 12 15 20 63

Delay [ns] 1.95 2.02 2.02 2.59 3.86

The relationship between inference accuracy and area per
MAC unit is shown in Fig. 4. The bit width in the graph means
quire size. Proposed MAC unit with 15 bits quire size achieved
the same level of inference accuracy as Deep Positron with 63 bits
quire size. On the other hand, in spite of having additional circuit
in Fig. 2, area of ours was 43% smaller than Deep Positron be-
cause quire size can be 76.2% reduced. Also, if 9.24 percentage
points accuracy degradation is accepted, we can reduce quire size
to 12 bits. In this case, area of the MAC unit can be 47% reduced.
By exploring the optimal number of quires, we were able to re-
duce area of the adder and barrel shifter. The size of the additional
circuit is only proportional to log2 (quiresize). Table 2 shows de-
lay performance. Delay of proposed MAC unit is smaller than
Deep Positron. This is because the size of the barrel shifter and
adder that accumulate the Frac Reg values in Fig. 2 decreases ac-
cording to quire size.

5. Conclusion

Posit is a numerical representation that can achieve both low
numerical precision and high inference accuracy when used for
DNNs. However, a posit-based MAC unit has a huge register
called quire. In this paper, we proposed the MAC unit and de-
velop the DNN library to address this problem. Developed DNN
library allows us to explore the optimal quire size. When we sim-
ulated the inference accuracy of ResNet-9 on proposed MAC unit,
experimental result shows that the same level of inference accu-
racy as Deep Positron [9] but with the area reduction of 43%.
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